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Technical Data

Project No. 1686
Mileage 58’660 km
Color Polar Silver Metallic Polarsilber Metallic
Color Code A8V9
Interior Color Leder schwarz
Drive LHD
First Registration 29.10.1993
FIN WP0ZZZ96ZRS455524

Price upon request
We will gladly support you with financing and leasing offers

This original Porsche 964 factory turbo look Speedster is one of just 14 vehicles produced worldwide. The first delivery was on
October 29th, 1993 in the Porsche Center Recklinghausen, this unique Speedster has been in the first hand to this day and
traveled from Recklinghuasen via Sylt to Monaco. The complete history from 1993 to today is available from the purchase invoice
to the TÜV report from Monaco, which also proves the mileage of 58,656 km.
The Speedster was ordered in the classic color combination of polar silver metallic with a black leather interior with dark root wood
applications.
The black leather interior is in an absolutely original and new condition, as is the paintwork.
The vehicle is completely serviced and tested in our workshop and offered including a new TÜV / AU and a current appraisal.

Vehicle type: 964830 / 964 Speedster factory turbo look
Fin: WP0ZZZ96ZRS455xxx
Engine type/number: M64/01 / 62R0xxxx
Transmission type/number: G50/03 / 100xxxx
Exterior colour: polar silver metallic A8 / hood black V9
Interior: leather black

The vehicle has the following individual equipment:

197 Stronger battery
219 differential
231 Pirelli tires

Car Description



Description (Cont'd)

288 headlight cleaning system
327 radio "Symphony RDS"
346 silver rims
379 basic seat on the left, electrically height-adjustable
380 basic seat on the right, electrically height-adjustable
403 cup cast wheel, 17 inch
423 cassettes and coin boxes
451 Reduced radio preparation
454 automatic speed control
455 anti-theft device for wheels
481 manual transmission
488 inscription German
499 Version for the Federal Republic of Germany
503 Speedster
534 anti-theft system
562 Airbag driver and passenger side
573 air conditioning
657 power steering
975 trunk lining with velor carpet

Additional requests:
x18 instruments and control panel trim in dark burl wood
x30 airbag wheel root wood dark / leather
x32 handbrake lever root wood dark leather
xc4 / 16771 Speedster Turbo Look with individual TÜV approval

Please understand that viewing is only possible by appointment - please email: mh@early911s.de or mobile: 0049 172 88 40 640.

We have a fleet of over 400 vehicles.

Errors and changes excepted.


